Comparison of Human Denuded Amniotic Membrane and Porcine Small Intestine Submucosa as Scaffolds for Limbal Mesenchymal Stem Cells.
Blinding corneal scarring is usually treated with allogeneic graft tissue. Nevertheless, the global shortage of donors leaves millions of patients in need of therapy. Traditional tissue engineering strategies involves the combination of cells, growth factors, and scaffolds that can supply cellular biological components allowing to restore the tissue function. The mesenchymal stem cells found in the limbal stroma (L-MSCs) have a self-renewal potential for multilineage differentiation. Thus, in this work we compared the potential of human amniotic membrane (hAM) and porcine small intestine submucosa (SIS) as scaffolds for L-MSCs, aiming at potential applications in corneal regeneration. For that, L-MSCs were seeded on hAM and SIS and we analyzed their viability, actin cytoskeleton, nuclei morphology, cell density, adhesion and surface markers. Our results showed that cells adhered and integrated into both membranes with a high cell density, an important characteristic for cell therapy. However, due to its transparency, the hAM allowed a better observation of L-MSCs. In addition, the analysis of surface markers expression on L-MSCs after two weeks showed a slight increase in the percentages of negative markers for MSCs grown on SIS membrane. Thus, considering a long-term culture, the hAM was considered better in maintaining the MSCs phenotype. Regarding the function as scaffolds, SIS was as efficient as the amniotic membrane, considering that these two types of biological matrices maintained the cell viability, actin cytoskeleton, nuclei morphology and mesenchymal phenotype, without causing cell death. Therefore, our data in vitro provides evidence for future pre-clinical studies were these membranes can be used as a support to transport mesenchymal stem cells to the injured area, creating a kind of temporary curative, allowing the release of bioactive molecules, such as cytokines and growth factors and then promoting the tissue regeneration, both in human and veterinary medicine.